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1INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this investigation was to determine if
any significant difference exists between good and poor lip
readers, at an oral deaf school, in their ability to develop
concepts. Experimental procedures were used to control for
the variables of intelligence, degree of deafness, socio-
economic level and length of residency. In addition, should
significant differences be found, it was hoped that the data
would reveal unique modes or methods of approach in the
attainment of the concepts which would distinguish the two
groups. Another area of interest was to determine whether or
not different levels of problem difficulty would serve to
heighten differences found between the two groups.
Since the deaf are heavily dependent upon visual cues as
a means of comprehending the world about them, lip reading
becomes a very important skill. For most of the deaf, it is
by means of lip reading that they attempt principally to com-
prehend communication directed toward them. It has been
noted among people working with the deaf that marked individ-
ual differences have been found in ability to learn lip read-
ing, differences which often seem, according to Heider (19^3)
unrelated to the pupil's ability to master other subjects.
Hopkins (19^7) also points out that it has been a common
experience among teachers of the deaf to find that children
with similar audiograms differ widely in their response to
2acoustic training. She reports that many children with rela-
tively little residual hearing as measured by the audiometer
have responded well to acoustic training, while some children
with large amounts of residual hearing have done poorly. She
further states that "look and listen" perception (i.e., lip
reading plus use of residual hearing) has a low correlation
with residual hearing, and that when you subtract the effect
due to lip reading, the correlation is even lower.
Hudgins (195D suggests that speech perception for the
deaf is a complex process in which a wide variety of sensory
cues are employed. He finds that by a combination of visual
and properly amplified auditory cues, there results an effi-
ciency in speech perception that is quite unpredictable from
the scores obtained from either lip reading or acoustic cues
alone. Numbers and Hudgins (1957)» in a study of speech per-
ception of deaf children, found that speech perception scores
increase as hearing supplements vision, regardless of the
ability of the pupil to understand speech by ear alone.
Meyerson (1953) maintains that functional hearing depends
upon many factors other than sheer auditory capacity. He
speculates that previous training, motivation, intelligence
and a specific ability to interpret partially perceived audi-
tory patterns and integrate them into meaningful wholes
affect functional hearing.
Worthington (1956) in a study to determine if there were
personality factors which determined the lip reading ability
3of congeni tally deaf students found that there was no rela-
tionship between the degree of adjustment, as measured by a
personality inventory and lip reading. She did find a prob-
able relation, however, between level of aspiration on a
motor task (Rotter) and lip reading. Pintner (1929) found
that there was no relationship between lip reading and intel-
ligence as measured by the Pintner Non-Language test. Fiedler
(1957) found that children who were good lip readers were also
the children who did better on a test of visual perception,
i.e., the Marble-board test. Moore (1927), in a comparison
of the perceptual capacity of deaf and hearing children, found
no significant differences between the two groups, but did
find marked differences within the groups. It would seem to
suggest that while deaf children do not differ significantly
in perceptual tasks from hearing children, there do exist
individual differences within the deaf population itself,
which may be related to lip reading ability.
Kitson (1915), in an investigation into the factors
underlying "good lip reading" ability, sought to differenti-
ate between what he called "synthetic" and "analytic" types
of perception. He postulated that the "synthetic type"
would make the better lip reader. Ha defined these two types
as follows:
"The ability to construct meaning by combining iso-
lated fragments into meaningful wholes is designated
•synthetic' ability. An 'analytic' or literal-minded
person is very accurate and insists upon perfect appre-
hension before attaching meaning to an impression. It
is generally agreed that this is an impeding factor in
lip reading and that those persons succeed better whose
•synthetic" powers are used" (Kitson, 1915, p. 491).
Kitson found a high correlation between tests requiring sub-
jects to organize aspects into wholes and good lip reading
ability. Subjects who tended to be bound by rainutia of stim-
uli were also found to be poorer lip readers. He concluded
that "synthetic" ability seems to consist in a grouping ac-
tivity of the mind, necessitated by the fact that the lip
reader, even if an expert, can't distinguish every word. Lip
readers must construct meaning from fragment cues. He found
that the "synthetic" type person (1) had a wide range of
focus span, (2) was a good guesser, i.e., he did not insist,
as the analyst did, upon seeing accurately every movement,
but instead supplied meaning to past impressions and antici-
pated future meaning as well and (3) made good use of associ-
ational material in the mind.
Heider (19^0) found, among other things, that children
who can follow a rhythm better, as rated by gymnastic and
dancing teachers, were also better lip readers. Heider feels
that there should be such a relationship since both lip read-
ing and the following of a rhythm involves a series of suc-
cessive events and the organization into larger wholes.
These various findings would seem to suggest that an
important factor underlying the performance of good lip
readers among the deaf is their ability to perceive and
organize into meaningful wholes various sensory cues. One
5study seems to give evidence that the latter factor may be
related to the ability of good and poor lip readers to attain
concepts. O'Neill and Davidson (1956) in a study involving
hearing undergraduate college students found a significant
correlation between the ability of the college students to
lip read a silent film and a non-verbal test involving prob-
lem solving ability in arriving at a concept. The Hanfmann-
Kasanin test which was used sampled concept formation (non-
verbal) in terms of a problem solving setting. It consisted
of 20 blocks of five different colors and four different
shapes. The subjects were required to sort the blocks into
four different categories. VTnile a significant correlation
was found between lip reading and this task, there was a non-
significant correlation between lip reading and the similari-
ties sub test of the Wechsler-Sellevue Intelligence Scale for
Adults. The similarities sub test of the Wechsler-Bellevue
is usually considered to be a verbal concept test (Anderson,
195D. The authors concluded, therefore, that "lip reading
seems to involve not recognition of verbal elements but con-
figurations of forms or patterns" (p. 497). It was also
noted that better lip readers required less time to sort than
poor lip readers (10.6 minutes vs. 15.9 minutes). It would
appear then that the ability to form concepts might be a
factor related to "good lip reading."
A review of the literature indicates that there has been
little attempt to investigate, in a systematic manner, the
6ability of or the techniques utilized by the deaf in arriving
at concepts. And since this study deals with concept attain-
ment in the deaf, pertinent research dealing with conceptual-
ization processes in the deaf will be cited for the under-
standing it yields of these processes.
In general, it has been assumed by some people working
with the deaf that they are more concretely oriented and are
inferior in their ability to abstract. McAndrews (19^8) hy-
pothesizes that sensory handicaps create psychological bar-
riers which isolate a person from the objective world. As a
result of this isolation, there develops a rigidity in the
personality in its approach to problems. In an investigation
of this problem, McAndrews (19^8) found the deaf to be more
rigid than the blind, and the blind more rigid than the phys-
ically normal. Altable (19^7) in an analysis of deaf Ror-
schach records also attributes a rigidity of thinking to the
deaf. Oleron (1950, 1951,1953), following up the findings of
McAndrews (19^8) became interested in studying a particular
domain of abstract thinking among the deaf, i.e., concept
formation. Oleron, like McAndrews, found deaf children ex-
hibiting a rigidity in being unable to shift in a Wisconsin
card, sorting task. The deaf subjects had been matched with
normal hearing children on intelligence and age. Since the
deaf children benefited from correction, he believed that
Goldstein's idea of a "concrete attitude" does not hold.
Rather, he maintained that the mental processes of the deaf
7were characterized by a special concern for observed data.
This concern becomes an obstacle when the deaf are confronted
with tests demanding a certain level of abstract thinking.
As Oleron (1953) put it:
"When a subject remains on a level in which percep-
tion dominates, he perceives objects as wholes. He sees
various aspects simultaneously present, but is not able
to use them successively in distinct classifications.
The result is repetition of the same kind of sorting and
apparent rigidity of behavior" (p. 308).
Oleron explains this behavior as being indicative of a
stage of incomplete development similar to an earlier stage
found in normal children. At this leveL, the deaf are unable
to subordinate perceptual to conceptual capacity. He sees
conceptual-perceptual behavior in terms of a hierarchy where
on the highest level there is subordination of observed ele-
ments to the concept. On successive lower levels, the ob-
served elements tend more and more toward independence. The
deaf have an imbalance (perceptual over conceptual) which
give too much importance to the observed. He feels deaf
children can attain the conceptual level of normal hearing
children but with more difficulty.
Blair (1957) in a comparison of the visual memory of
deaf and hearing children found that when given a learning or
memory task on the infra-conceptual level, the deaf children
were able to achieve as well as hearing children. However,
the deaf children were inferior on tests involving memory
span. The author suggests that the nemory span tests
8demanded mental Integration of a series of discrete yet re-
lated units into a meaningful sequence. Such a task, there-
fore, may be construed as being a relatively abstract type of
mental process. Larr (1956) in a comparison of residential
school deaf children with two control groups of normal hear-
ing children (one control group was of average intelligence,
the other group was mentally retarded) found no difference in
perceptual tasks, but maintained that the deaf were inferior
in conceptual tasks. The deaf were inferior on two concep-
tual tasks, but there was no difference on a third. In addi-
tion to these conflicting results, the author reports that
there was considerable variability among subjects.
Studies by Heider (19^0) and Eberhardt (19^0) appear to
confirm Oleron's hypothesis (1953) that the deaf, as a popu-
lation, are not deficient in abstract thinking because of
organic deficiency but because of a retardation based on en-
vironmental deprivation. In various tasks involving color
sorting, Heider (19^0) found that the performance of deaf
children was similar to that of hearing children of a some-
what younger age level and was in no way comparable to that
of the aphasic. The results indicated that the thought
processes of deaf children, at least in regard to color sort-
ing tasks, before they begin to use conventional language is
essentially similar in form to that of hearing children.
Eberhardt (19^0) in a series of investigations involving deaf
children between the ages of five to seven years found that
9much of the first language development of the young deaf
child, like the hearing child, consists in learning words for
ideas he already knows and uses in every day life; and again
like the hearing child, he does not develop to any great ex-
tent conceptual thinking by means of language symbols.
Templin (1950) in a study of the development of reason-
ing in children with normal and defective hearing found that
reasoning decreases as environmental restrictions increase,
i.e., the greater the degree of hearing loss, the earlier the
age of onset of defective hearing, the longer the length of
time of hearing loss, the greater was the reasoning loss.
However, Templin found no significant difference between
residential and day school deaf children when the degree of
hearing loss is controlled. Templin found that as the tasks
became more abstract, the scores of the defective hearing
subjects became significantly lower than the noraal hearing
subjects. This is consistent with the findings of Oleron
(1953). Templin found that all reasoning scores increase
with age, but that the distance between normal hearing and
defective hearing subjects increases with age, especially in
abstract reasoning tasks. However, she reported greater
variability among defective hearing than among hearing sub-
jects. Templin concluded that furtner study should be made
to determine the causes for differences in reasoning ability.
As she put it:
"In the present study, only the end result of
10
reasoning and not the reasoning process itself is
studied. A better understanding of the differences in
the reasoning of the defective and normal hearing could
be obtained if the steps in the reasoning process were
studied. The process of reasoning might be studied in
the observation of the errors in a learning situation,
by obtaining reasons for behavior in a problem situa-
tion, or by the study of problem solving in an uncon-
trolled situation" (Templin, 1950).
A technique used by Bruner (1957) and Seymour (1954) in
the study of concept formation coincided quite closely with
the above suggested procedure by Templin. While it has been
mainly used with hearing college students, the procedure has
many advantages for the study of the process of concept for-
mation among deaf subjects.
Principally, the technique involves having a subject
confronted with an array of cards which vary along different
attribute (e.g., form, color, number or figure, etc.) and
value (e.g., for color - red, green, black, etc.) dimensions,
""he subject's task is to determine a "concept" or idea that
the experimenter has in mind concerning some aspect or aspects
of the cards in the array. This method yields general infor-
mation about the factors related to concept formation; and
also, by noting time and sequential choices of the subject,
it is possible to reconstruct, in operational terms, the mode
of attack or strategy used by the subjects in attaining con-
cepts under varying conditions.
At this point, since concept formation is being dealt
with, an examination of some of the relevant theories and
experimental findings dealing with this subject is in order.
11
Review of Literature Concerning Concept "orjiation
The term "concept" has been defined in various ways.
Johnson (1955) views a concept as "an abstract or cognitive
pattern of the common characteristics of a number of differ-
ent objects, events or ideas. It may be described as a
spherical pattern with a center of precise meaning and a pe-
riphery of connotations. Socially accepted concepts are
always designated by a communicable symbol, private concepts
may or may not be so designated" (Johnson, 1955, p. 232).
Seymour (195^) defines concepts as cognitive schema,
which have been formulated through the elaboration, combina-
tion abstraction and generalization of direct sensory data.
Concepts are not directly given in perception, are not de-
finable as an image of any particular type, but are con-
structs whose significance is determined by their referents.
For Bruner (1957) the working definition of a concept is
the network of references that are or may be set into play by
an act of categorization. For the most part, he claims that
concepts fall into three categories: (a) conjunctive type -
in which members included in the concept have certain attri-
butes in common, (b) relational type - in which the "rule" of
inference requires that values of different attributes bear a
specified relation to each other, and (c) disjunctive type -
in which the members included have one or several attributes
which "meet the requirements" for coming under a particular
concept, but do not necessarily possess all of the "qualifying"
12
attributes.
According to woodworth (1938), the two most clearly de-
fined theories concerning concept formation are what he calls
(1) the "composite-photograph" theory and (2) the "active
search" theory. The composite-photograph theory puts its
emphasis on the process of abstraction. The composite-photo-
graph theory as '..oodworth defines it Indicates that:
"the features common to a class of objects suramate their
impressions on the observer, who thus gradually acquires
a picture in which the common features stand out strong-
ly while the variable characteristics are washed out.
The observer plays a passive or receptive role, simply
letting himself be impressed by the objects" (Woodworth,
1938, p. 801).
This theory carries more weight since earlier experi-
mental results seemed to be accounted for by it, and the
limited methodology utilized in this area has more or less
consistently oonfirmed it. The second theory, the active-
search theory, indicates that the subject does not take a
passive role. As Woodworth explains it:
"The concept is supposed to originate as a hypothesis,
which 0 proceeds to test by trying it on fresh specimens
of the class" (Woodworth, 1938, p. 801).
When Vinacke (1951) reviewed the literature in the area
of concept formation, he indicated there were a few experi-
menters, i.e., Keidbreder, Smoke and Reed, who recognized the
factor of active search by subjects in some experiments in-
volving concept attainment. Since this review, there has
been other experimental work (Grant, 1951, 1952, 1957;
Gormezano, 1958) which has given added support to this theory.
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In addition, Bruner (1957) and Seymour (195^) in their ap-
proach to the study of concept formation place heavy emphasis
on the principle indicated in the active-search theory.
It is felt by this writer that thsse two theories can be
pulled together rather than having to make a choice between
them, since both theories seem to encompass important aspects
of the total process. It would appear that, at least on the
adult level, both processes are involved. The subject seeks
and obtains information about the situation and also organizes
his activities with relation to it, i.e., the instances im-
press their common features upon the adult who then makes some
hypotheses which he tests. Seymour (195M and Bruner (195?) (
while talking about the problem in terras of strategies uti-
lized by the subjects in the attainment of concepts, come out
with about the same point of view.
Vinacke (1952) maintained that most experimentation that
has taken place in the area of concept formation can be put
into five categories. Two of these methods have been used
mostly in experiments with children, while the other three
have been used more extensively with adults.
The two experimental methods which have primarily been
used with children are (1) the "interview-questionnaire"
method, and (2) the "performance" method. Typically, the
interview-questionnaire method is used to obtain information,
through verbal inquiry, about the child's interpretations of
objects and causal relationships involving various phenomena.
14
While Tempi In (1950) has used this method in working with the
deaf, there are disadvantages: (1) great care must be taken
to objectify the questions and avoid errors in interpreting
the answers, and (2) the child's responses are heavily depen-
dent upon the rapport that has been established between the
experimenter and the subject. Since the deaf have a language
deficiency, this method takes on an increased unreliability
when dealing with this population.
The second method, i.e., "performance" method, is used
to get at the existence of a general conceptual ability. In
this method, the experimenter places the child in a situation
which requires the learning or use of one or more concepts
and then observes the child's behavior. This method has ad-
vantages when dealing with children who have difficulty in
verbalizing their intentions or reasons, such as deaf children
often do. In structuring such tasks, however, care must be
taken to ensure that a correct solution is not likely to be
gained by means of a simple conditioned response. With
children who can verbalize adequately, you can guard against
this bias by means of supplementary introspective data from
the subjects. Since this is not as feasible with the deaf,
it is advisable to use a method which is similar in nature to
that used by Bruner (1957) and Seymour (1954), i.e., a task
to tap abstract reasoning while providing objective quantifi-
cation of behavior with minimal reliance on verbal reports.
The three remaining categories proposed by Vinacke with
15
regard to concept formation reside mainly in the area of
adult experimentation: i.e., (1) the introspective method,
(2) the learning method and (3) the problem-solving method.
The introspective method, utilized by earlier investigators
of concept formation, required a subject exposed to a series
of stimuli to analyze and report the mental processes result-
ing from the stimuli. Smoke (1935) had the following comment
to make about this method.
"This type of work - although careful and painstaking,
is so lacking in objectivity. .. that it seems to be of
little value today" (Smoke, 1935, p. 274).
The learning method, first used by Hull (1920) and later
by others (Kuo, Smoke, Heidbreder and Heed) is patterned
after the paired associates method in memory experimentation.
Briefly, the subject's task in this method is to discover the
common characteristics which are embodied in the specimen
stimuli and define the classes encompassing common character-
istics. This method has produced some interesting experi-
mental findings.
Hull (1920) found that the order of presentation of
stimuli in terms of their complexity, did not affect concept
attainment. However, he reported that emphasizing the common
characteristics did facilitate concept attainment. Kuo (1923)
and Smoke (1932) both found that some subjects are able to
respond correctly to the common characteristics of stimuli
although unable to attain an adequate definition. Smoke
found that the introduction of negative instances, when
16
labeled as negative instances by means of a minus sign, did
not alter the efficiency in concept attainment. Kuo, however,
indicated that the more negative or misleading characters
there were in the series (but not labeled as being negative),
the less accurate was the performance.
Heidbreder (1948, 1949a, b), Heidbreder et al. (1948a, b)
in a series of experiments, found that concepts are attained
more readily when (1) the instances are what she called "more
thing like" (i.e., the attainment of concepts in the order
from more "thing-like" to the more abstract, e.g., (a) ob-
jects (b) form (c) number), (2) the critical features are
more readily accessible perceptually, (3) more situational
support is provided for effective perceptual participation in
the performance of conceptual tasks, and (4) the context pro-
vides strong perceptual support for the critical features.
Dattman and Israel (195D found that Heidbreder 1 s order of
dominance in attaining concepts disappeared when equivalent
perceptual instances were supplied uniformly over the three
classes. However, they gave support to another of Heidbreder'
s
hypotheses, i.e., that the relative ease with which a concept
is attained is directly dependent upon the degree of percep-
tual effectiveness with which the instances serve to present
the feature to be conceptualized.
Reed (1946a, b,c, 1950), in a series of experiments, found
that the amount of effort required to form concepts varies
directly with the complexity of the stimuli from which they
17
are derived. He found that as complexity increases, there is
a tendency to shift from logical to illogical learning, e.g.,
base concepts on primacy, frequency, sensory si:nilarity, etc.
He also found that subjects given a set to learn meaning as
well as names had a higher rate of learning than subjects
just instructed to "learn names." In studying length of
series to be learned, he found longer series relatively more
efficient, although absolutely greater in difficulty than
short lists.
In conclusion, the learning method, while providing
interesting data in the area of concept formation, is not a
procedure which could be effectively utilized in studying
deaf subjects because of its heavy dependence upon verbal
communication.
The fifth and final area of concept experimentation,
i.e., problem solving method, appears to be the one which
could best be adapted to the deaf. In the problem solving
method, the subject is presented with a series of stimuli,
either simultaneously or successively, which he either tries
to classify or group in some way. It is the subject's task
to determine what the "concept" is. In this method, the per-
formance of the subject can be quantified while keeping the
need for verbal communication to a minimum.
Grant et al. (W9, 1951, 1952, 1957), using the Wisconsin
card sorting technique found that it was easier for college
students to sort for numbers than for form or color. This
18
was in contrast to Keidbreder 1 s findings. In a follow up
experiment, he found that when configuration of forms varied
from card to card, it was more difficult to sort for number.
He concluded that the results confirmed Heidbreder's hypothe-
sis that subjects respond perceptually more readily than
analytically in abstraction situations. Gorraezano and Grant
(1958) found that when an irrelevant dimension (e.g., form)
was intermittently reinforced (0, 25, 50 and 75$ of the time)
the difficulty of sorting for the "relevant" variable (e.g.,
number) progressively increased. Similar results were ob-
tained when number was the irrelevant variable and color the
relevant variable.
Bruner (1956) and Seymour (195*0 developed an interest-
ing technique for the study of concept formation which has
many advantages to recommend its use in this present investi-
gation among deaf students. It minimizes the need for verbal
communication while permitting the observation and coding of
performance in an objective manner. It also allows one to
note modes of approach or strategies utilized by individuals
in their solution of problems.
Bruner studied concept formation in terms of the strate-
gies or techniques used in the attainment of ooncepts. He
maintained that the type of strategy utilized by a subject is
dependent largely on three factors: (1) his desire to maxi-
mize the information which will lead to a solution, (2) to
minimize the cognitive strain in ordering this information
19
into a reference system, (3) to regulate the amount of risk
involved in attaining a correct solution.
In his basic procedure, Bruner confronts his subjects
with an array of cards containing all the instances repre-
senting various attribute-value combinations. After being
instructed as to what a concept is, the subject is then told
that the examiner has a concept in mind and that certain
cards before the subject illustrate it, while others do not,
and that it is the subject's task to determine what this con-
cept is. After showing the subject a card which is a posi-
tive instance of the concept to be attained, the subject then
is to choose cards from the array for testing in order to
arrive at the concept. After each choice, the examiner tells
the subject whether the card is or is not an exemplar of the
concept. The subject, if he wishes, may hazard an hypothesis
after any choice of a card, but he may not offer more than
one hypothesis after any particular choice. The subject may
select the cards in any order, but is asked to arrive at the
concept as efficiently as possible.
Bruner maintains that there are four discernible strate-
gies followed in arriving at a correct concept. He labeled
these (1) simultaneous- scanning - which consists in essence
of the subject using each instance encountered as an occasion
for deducing which hypotheses are still tenable and which have
been eliminated; (2) successive- scanning - which consists in
testing a single hypothesis at a time; (3) conservative
20
focusing - in which a subject using a positive instance as a
focus card, then makes a sequence of choices, altering but
one attribute at a time of the focus card and testing to see
whether the change yields a positive or negative instance;
(4) focus gambling - in which the subject used a positive
instance as a focus and then changed more than one attribute
value at a time.
Bruner (1957) states that these "pure forms" of strategy
become modified in the actual solving of concept problems
under varying conditions. In several studies, he found that
where the nature of the task imposes a high degree of strain
on memory and inference, the strategy used will tend toward
easing the cognitive strain. In one study, he found that
subjects confronted with an orderly arrayed display of cards
tended to use a conservative focusing strategy, wherea3 sub-
jects required to solve problems from a randomly arrayed dis-
play tended to use the less strainful strategy of successive
scanning.
In another study involving students solving concept
problems "in their heads" after having solved similar prob-
lems from an array of cards on a board, Bruner found that
those students who had used a modified simultaneous scanning
type of strategy when working problems "on the board, " became
confused and disorganized when required to do the problems
"in their heads" (i.e., without benefit of the visual display
of cards). These students finally reverted to the less
21
cognitively stressful strategy of successive scanning. How-
ever, those students who had used a conservative focusing
type of strategy in "on the board" problems, showed little
decrement in their performance when forced to do the problems
"in their heads." In this experiment, the "in the head"
problem condition proved too stressful for the subjects using
the modified simultaneous scanning technique resulting in
their choosing the less strainful but more Inefficient suc-
cessive scanning technique when switched to the "in the head"
problem condition. Whereas the "scanners" showed a decrement
in performance under the more difficult conditions, the
focusers showed little or no change. Bruner concluded that
the more strain a strategy imposes, the less good it is
likely to be in a more stressful situation and that a strat-
egy which works relatively well when the situation makes few
cognitive demands may prove beyond a person's capacity when
the general cognitive going "becomes rough."
Of the four "pure" types of strategies mentioned by
Bruner, he found in his experiments that subjects tended more
toward using modified forms of but two of the strategies,
i.e., successive scanning and conservative focusing . Bruner
maintains that simultaneous scanning and focus gambling are
more exacting strategies, placing heavier strain on a person's
deductive processes. Since Bruner found among Harvard col-
lege students the tendency to use modified forms of the less
cognitively strainful strategies of successive scanning and
22
conservative focusing , it would seem logical to expect deaf
children to be even more prone to use some form of these less
strainful strategies.
;ince it was anticipated that the deaf subjects in this
experiment would use a form of the successive scanning: or
conservative focusing type of strategy, it was felt that a
more detailed description of these strategies might serve to
clarify the hypothesized results and procedure which follow
in this paper. Basically, successive scanning consists in
testing a single hypothesis at a time. The subject, for ex-
ample, may have an idea that red is the feature common to all
correct cards and may proceed to choose instances containing
red in order to test whether they are positive instances. He
goes on testing hypotheses until he hits the correct concept.
The typical successive scanner limits his choices to those
instances that provide a direct test of his hypothesis. This
strategy has little utility other than reducing cognitive
strain. It fails to ensure that each instance chosen con-
tains maximum information, and it also is likely to result in
choosing redundant cards, i.e., cards having some feature
which has been used before to test some previous hypothesis.
Conservative focusing may be described as finding a
positive instance to use as a focu3, then making a sequence
of choices each of which alters but one attribute value of
the first focus card and testing to see whether the change
yields a positive or negative instance. Those attribute
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values of the focus card which when changed, still yield
positive instances are not part of the concept. Those attri-
bute values of the focus card that yield negative instances
when changed are features of the concept. The advantages of
this strategy are (1) it makes possible the avoidance of re-
dundant choices, (2) it guarantees a "safe maximum" of infor-
mation, (3) it reduces cognitive strain somewhat by decreasing
the complexity and abstractness of the task of keeping track
of information the subject encountered, (4) it tests rather
directly the relevance of attributes. The disadvantage of
this method is that it is heavily dependent upon an orderly
array. Unless the universe of instances to be tested is
arrayed in an orderly fashion so that a particular instance
may be easily located on demand, the task of search imposed
on the user of conservative focusing may become severe. With
regard to this disadvantage, Bruner's (1956) conclusions were
based on results obtained from subjects who did not have any
experience with an orderly arrayed board prior to doing prob-
lems on a randomly arrayed display.
In a brief summary of concept formation, then, as it re-
lates in particular to the deaf and their ability to lip read,
it would appear that (1) the niarked individual differences in
ability to lip read among the deaf appear to be related to an
ability to integrate cues into meaningful wholes, (2) the
ability to lip read appears to be related to the ability to
form non-verbal concepts, (3) the tendency found in some deaf
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subjects to perform perceptually more than conceptually in
abstract situations may be a factor accounting for individual
differences in lip reading, (M the tendency of some deaf to
operate on lower levels of abstraction (percentpau level) may
be an attempt at reducing the cognitive strain and this may
become a patterned mode of behavior resulting in retardation
in areas requiring higher levels of abstraction.
Statement of Problem
The problem of lip reading ability is an important area
of concern for both teachers and students at oral schools for
the deaf. As previously indicated in this paper, the factors
that underly good lip reading ability have not been completely
established, especially to the satisfaction of people working
with the deaf. Harked individual differences exist in lip
reading ability among the deaf, even when such factors as
intelligence, auditory capacity, motivation and previous
training have been partialed out. It has been speculated by
some, and also given some experimental support, that the
ability to associate and integrate material in higher mental
processes might be an important factor related to good lip
reading ability. The present investigation was designed to
explore this hypothesis by investigating the relationship
between the lip reading ability of deaf students and their
efficiency in attaining concepts.
As a second area of interest, thi3 experiment also in-
vestigated previous findings of Bruner (1956) with regard to
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the detrimental effect that a randomly arrayed board had on
the performance of college students solving concept problems.
Because of the cognitive strain which had been found to exist
when solving problems utilizing a randomly arrayed board, one
might expect that the performance of deaf students would also
be significantly less efficient on a random board than on an
orderly arrayed board. In addition, since there is some evi-
dence to suggest that poor lip reading is related to the
attempt of some deaf to reduce the strain encountered in
their environment by handling it on a more perceptual level,
one might expect that poor deaf lip readers would show an
even greater decrement in their performance on the random
board than would good deaf lip readers.
Since Bruner (1956) found it informative to treat the
seauences of card choices made by the subjects in order to
determine possible strategies or modes of approach, the card
choice sequence of the deaf students was similarly treated in
line with the procedures outlined by Bruner (1956) and Seymour
(195*0. As previously indioated, Bruner described the strat-
egy of successive scanning as being cognitively less stressful
than conservative focusing. One might expect therefore that
poor lip readers as compared to good lip readers would be
more inclined to choose a modification of successive scanning
as their strategy, since it places less demand on the cogni-
tive processes, and less inclined to use conservative focus-
ing as their strategy. In addition, since Bruner (1956)
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found that attempt to reduoe cognitive strain when the task
imposes greater demands, it could be expected that subjects
who had used a conservative focusing strategy on the orderly-
arrayed board would tend more toward using successive scan-
ning as their strategy on the randomly arrayed board as a
means of reducing cognitive strain.
In this experiment the dependent variables designed to
measure efficiency were (a) Total Time - the total time re-
quired to solve a problem; (b) liedundant choices - the number
of card choices a subject makes which provide him with no new
information that he could not logically have gotten from
previous card choices; (c) Number of card choices - the number
of cards chosen by a subject before he guesses the correct
solution; and (d) Number of hypotheses - the number of hy-
potheses or guesses a subject makes before he attains the
correct solution.
Hypotheses
1. It was hypothesized that, among the deaf, poor lip readers
as compared to good lip readers:
a. are more inefficient, and therefore require more
card choices, make more redundant choices and re-
quire more time before attaining the correct con-
cept (Bruner, 1957; O'Neill, 1956).
b. make more incorrect hypotheses before attaining the
correct hypothesis (McAndrews, 19^8; Oleron, 1953 )•
c. are more inclined to choose a modification of
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successive scanning as their strategy since it
places less demand on the cognitive processes, and
are less inclined to use conservative focusing as a
strategy than will good lip readers (Oleron, 1953;
Bruner, 1957).
2. Because of the greater cognitive strain which has been
found to exist when solving problems utilizing a randomly
arrayed board (Bruner, 1957), it was hypothesized that:
a. both good and poor lip readers perform significant-
ly less efficiently on a random board than on an
orderly arrayed board with regard to choices, re-
dundant choices, time and incorrect hypotheses
(Bruner, 1957; Seymour, 195^).
b. poor lip readers do not do as well on the random
board as good lip readers when their performances
are contrasted with their performances on the
orderly board, i.e., for choices, redundant choices,
time, incorrect hypotheses (O'Neill, 1956; Bruner,
1957).
c. subjects who had used a conservative focusing
strategy on the orderly board will tend more toward
using a successive scanning strategy on the randomly
arrayed board as a means of reducing cognitive
strain (Bruner, 1957).
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METHOD
Subjects
Subjects for this experiment were 2k students from the
Upper School of the Clarke School for the Deaf at Northampton,
Massachusetts. The students ranged in age from Ik to 18
years of age. The subjects were divided into two lip reading
groups, i.e., a ,;iood lip readers and a poor lip readers group
of 12 subjects each. These two lip reading groups were
formed on the basis of their lip reading ability as deter-
mined by their scores on (a) the annually administered speech
perception tests at the Clarke School, and (b) the Heider
Silent Film for Lip Heading (see Appendixes 1 and 2). Those
students whose scores were in the upper half on both tests
were placed in the good lip reading category, while those
scoring in the lower half were classified as the poor lip
readers. These two groups were equated for (a) sex, (b) de-
gree of deafness, (c) intelligence, (d) length of residence,
(e) socio-economic status, (f) age, (g) marked physical or
personality defects.
a. With regard to sex, equal proportion of males and
females with each group could not entirely be obtained due to
the limits of the number of subjects available and the re-
quirements of other control variables. There were 5 males
and 7 females in the good lip reader group, and 3 males and
9 females in the poor lip reader group.
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b. The groups were equated for the degree of hearing
loss within the speech range, i.e., the decibel loss in the
frequencies of .512, 102*4-, 2048 cycles per second as determined
by the method of limits, following standard procedures, such
as used by Hudgins (195D, the hearing loss of a student was
determined by the mean average of the decibel loss in the
frequencies mentioned above. The good lip reading group had a
mean decibel loss of 85.8 as compared to an 86.3 decibel loss
for the poor lip reading group, As indicated in Table 1,
this difference was not significant.
c. Control for Intelligence was attempted by equating
group means based on I. %s obtained from the performance part
of the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children and the
Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale. The mean I.Q. for the
good lip readers was 112 as compared to 103 for the poor lip
readers. As shown in Table 1, these I.Q.s were not signifi-
cantly different.
d. With regard to the length of residence, no subject
was included who had not been in attendance at Clarke School
for at least four years. The mean for the number of years in
residence for the good lip readers as shown in Table 1, was
not significantly different from that of the poor lip readers.
e. As for socio-economic status, attempts were made to
equate the groups in terms of their scores on the Goodenough-
flinnesota Socio-Economic rating scale. Good lip readers had
a mean rating of 2.7 as compared to 3.0 for the poor lip
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Table 1
Tests of Significance for the Control Variables of
Intelligence
.
Age
.
Residence
.
Hearing Loss
,
and Socio- iconomic Status
Mean SD P LargestP Rat" in
Intelligence (I.Q.
)
Good Lip Readers 112 13 3.09* 1.09**
Poor Lip Readers 103 12.6
Age (in years)
Good Lip Readers 16.7 1.4 4.00* 2.86**
Poor Lip Readers 16.8 • 73
Residence (in years)
Good Lip Readers 9.6 1.3 .70** * 2.13**
Poor Lip Readers 8.5 1.7
Hearing; Loss (in Do)
Good Lip Readers 85.8 11.2 .35* 1.44**
Poor Lip leaders 86.3 9.3
Socio- Economic Status
Good Lip Readers 2.7 1.3 .37* 1.83**
Poor Lip Readers 3.0 1.7
* ? score necessary for significance at 05$ level
based on 1/22 df 4.30
** Hartley's largest F ratio score for test of
homogeneity of variance. Score necessary for
significance at 05* level based on 1/10 df - 3-28
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readers. There was no significant difference between the two
groups in terms of socio-economic status (see Table 1).
f. In terms of age, the mean age of the good lip readers
was 16 years as compared to 16 years 8 months for the poor lip
readers. As shown in Table 1, there was no significant dif-
ference between the groups in terms of their average age.
g. No subjects were used who showed marked physical or
personality defects which may have affected their performance.
As a result of this requirement, four potential subjects had
to be eliminated because of poor peripheral vision.
P tests were conducted for the various control variables.
As indicated in Table 1, there was no significant difference
between the groups. In addition, tests for homogeneity of
variance revealed no significant difference in variance within
the groups. An inspection of the data revealed no marked
skewness in the distribution.
Test Material
Test material consisted of 81 - 3 X 5 cards. Each card
contained a combination of four "attributes," i.e., figures,
colors, numbers and borders. In addition, each attribute had
three values, i.e., for attribute of figure, the figure might
be a square, a circle or a cross; for the attribute of color,
the values are black, green, or red; for the attribute of
number, the values are one, two or three figures; and for the
attribute of borders, the values are one, two or three borders
surrounding the various figures concerned. Each card can then
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be thought of as an instance, containing various attribute-
value combinations. Examples of cards varying in attribute-
values are as follows:
Card
1. - 1 black square, 1 border
2. - 2 black squares, 1 border
3. - 3 black squares, 1 border
h. - 1 black square, 2 borders
- - - etc. - - -
10. - 1 black circle, 1 border
- - - etc. - - -
28. - 1 red square, 1 border
- - - etc. - - -
81. - 3 green crosses, 3 borders
Procedure
After the formation of the two lip reading groups, these
two lip reading groups were then further subdivided into two
groups of six subjects each, making four groups in all, i.e.,
two good lip reading groups and two poor lip reading groups.
As indicated in Table 2, the two good lip reading groups were
equivalent in lip reading ability. In like manner, the two
poor lip reading groups were equivalent in lip reading ability.
One good lip reading group and one poor lip reading group
were then assigned to the following experimental procedure.
The subjects in these two groups (henceforth called 0^ ) were
required to solve the concept problems on what is called an
orderly arrayed board, i.e., the 81 cards were arrayed in a
systematic fashion with attributes and values of the same
classification bein^ grouped together (see Appendix 3 for
diagram of orderly arrayed board). The remaining rcood lip
reading group and poor lip reading group (henceforth called
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Table 2
Means, Standard Deviations and F tests for Lip Heading
Groups on Clarke School Lip Reading Test
Mean SD 2
Good Lip Readers
Ordered-Ordered group <°1> 51 12 .16*
Ordered-Random group (0 2 ) 50 7
Poor Lip Readers
Ordered-Ordered group 28.5 5.6 .03*
Ordered-Randora group (o 2 ) 27.1 6.5
* F ratio necessary for significance at .05 level with 1/10
df is k.96.
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O2) solved their first three problems from the same orderly
arrayed board as 0^. However, Groups O2 were required to
solve the second three problems on a randomly arrayed board
(see Appendix k for diagram). Additional instructions con-
cerning the randomly arrayed board were given to these sub-
jects prior to their attempting the second three problems.
All subjects were given the same six problems to solve and in
the same order. A diagram of the experimental procedure is
as follows:
Subjects Array
(3 problems ) (3 problems)
0± Good Lip Heading Group (6Ss) Order Order
O2 Good Lip Heading Group (6Ss) Order Random
0^ Poor Lip Reading Group (6Ss) Order Order
0 2 Poor Lip Reading Group (6Ss) Order Random
Before the subjects attempted the first of the six prob-
lems, they were given a combination of verbal and written
instructions concerning the nature of the experimental task.
These instructions were the same for all subjects (see Appen-
dix 5). In addition to the written instructions, the attri-
butes and values of the cards were illustrated. The subjects
were told that the task required that they attain a concept,
which was defined for them as a group of cards containing one
or more attributes in common. Finally, the subjects were
given two practice problems to solve on the ordered board.
After completing and solving these two practice problems, the
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subjects were given the experimental problems to solve (see
Appendix 7 for the six experimental problems).
?or those subjects undergoing the ordered-random pattern
of presentation, the procedure was the same with the excep-
tion that additional instructions were given concerning the
nature of the random board immediately after the subject had
finished solving the first three experimental problems from
the ordered board (see Appendix 6). After this brief inter-
val for additional instruction, these subjects were required
to solve the regaining three experimental problems from the
random board.
Before each experimental problem, the experimenter chose
a positive focus card, from the 81 card array and placed it
on a stand at the subject's right and on the same desk which
contained the 81 card array (see Appendix 7 for the focus
cards used in each problem). The focus card was plainly
visible should the subject wish to refer to it while working
on the problem. The subject was instructed to find what the
particular concept was that the positive instance contained.
The subject was further advised to attain the concept by
choosing cards, one at a time, from the array of cards pres-
ent. After each choice, the experimenter informed the sub-
ject by means of verbal communication whether the particular
card chosen did or did not contain the concept. Since there
were only a limited number of response categories which had
to be distinguished, it was found in a pilot study involving
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other deaf students that verbal communication was sufficient
for this phase of the experiment. By means of choosing cards
and having his choices confirmed or not confirmed by the ex-
perimenter the subject could proceed to explore and test hy-
potheses, thereby eliminating or retaining various possibili-
ties until one single concept had been confirmed by the
instances chosen.
The subject was told that he might make as many choices
as he needed to, but that he was to find out what the concept
was in the fewest number of choices. The subject was per-
mitted to offer a hypothesis about the correct concept after
any given choice. If he correctly defined the concept after
any choice it terminated the trial for that problem. If a
subject failed to solve the problem in either card choices
or 20 minutes, the trial for that particular problem was
terminated.
The following response categories were the variables
measured
:
1. The number of cards chosen before the correct con-
cept was attained.
2. The number of incorrect concepts which the subject
hypothesized before the correct concept was attained.
3. Total time to the solution of a concept problem.
k. The number of redundant choices. A redundant choice
is a choice of a card which contains no new infor-
mation.
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5. The sequence of choices made by the subject were
noted to determine the strategy used in attaining
the particular concept in question. By means of
comparing any ,^iven choice with a previous choice
Bruner (1957) was able to define In operational
terms, the type of strategy used by the subject (see
jtatement of Problem for discussion of strategies).
Strategies
Within the framework of the descriptions previously
given in this paper, the subject's mode of approach to the
problem was classified in terms of types of strategies em-
ployed. A subject was classified as a Successive .Scanner or
a Conservative Focuser if he employed either one of these
strategies in more than $0% of the problem trials. Under
this criterion, for example, a subject had to use conserva-
tive focusing in four of the six problems to be classified as
a conservative focuser for the experiment as a whole. ?or
the purposes of noting changes within halves of the experi-
ment, a subject was classified as using a particular strategy
if he used it in two of the three problems in a half.
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RESULTS
The analysis of variance technique was used to evaluate
the difference between the groups on the dependent variables
of number of card choices, number of hypotheses, total time,
and number of redundant choices. This analysis of variance
technique was a split plot design where the lip reading
groups and order of presentations were analyzed as the two
between variables and first and second halves were analyzed
as the within variable. An inspection of the data indicated
an essentially normal distribution. Also, a test for homo-
geneity of variance for the dependent variables failed to
reveal any heterogeneity of variance (see Table 3)«
The results indicated that poor lip readers made signi-
ficantly more choices than the good lip readers before reach-
ing solution (P <.05) (Table 4). While poor lip readers were
not significantly different in number of redundant choices
made as compared to good lip readers, there was a tendency in
that direction at the .10 level (Table 5). In addition, poor
lip readers were significantly different (P<.02) from good
lip readers in total time (see Table 6). There was no sig-
nificant difference between the groups in terras of the number
of incorrect hypotheses (Table 7). The means and standard
deviations of the groups for the above mentioned variables
are given in Table 8.
Neither of the hypotheses concerning strategies were
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Table 4
Analysis of Variance for the Number of
Card Choices to Correct Solution
Source £1 S3 MS 8-Ratio
P-
Value
Total 47 8529
Between 3s 23 4940
L 1 768 768 4.59 .05
0 1 24 24 .14
L X 0 1 317 817 4.89 .05
Error Between 20 3331 167
Within 3s 24 3589
H 1 177 177 1.10
H X L 1 56 .37
H X 0 1 102 102 .63 • —
H X L X 0 1 37 37 .23
Error Within 20 3217 161
Code
L - Lip reading groups, i.e., rjood or poor lip readers.
0 - Order of presentation, i.e., order-order or order-random.
H - Halves, i.e., first or second halves of the experiment.
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Table 5
Analysis of Variance for the Number of Redundant Card
Choices before Attainment, of Correct Solution
Source df SS MS P- P-
v aiuc
Total 47 6992
letween
_2S 23 4176
L 1 507 507 3.29 (.09)
0 1 2 2 .01
L X 0 1 588 588 3.81 (.07)
Error Between 20 3079 154
Within Ss 24 2816
H 1 271 271 2.41
H X L 1 96 H .85
H X 0 1 52 51 .46
H X L X 0 1 6 6 .05
Error Within 20 2445 112
Code
L - Lip reading groups, i.e., good or poor lip readers.
0 - Order of presentation, i.e., order-order or order-random.
H - Halves, i.e., first or second halves of the experiment.
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Table 6
Analysis of Variance for Total Time to Correct Solution
Source df S3 MS r —
Ratio Valu<
Total 47 89469
Between .Ss 23 35541
L 1 8802 8802 6.98 .02
0 1 1008 1008 86
L X 0 1 134 134 .11
Error Between 20 25204 1260
Within Ss 24 53928
H 1 3468 3468 1.41
H X L 1 192 192 .08
H X 0 1 850 850 .35
H X L X 0 1 420 420 .17
Error Within 20 48998 2450
Code
L - Lip reading groups, i.e., good or poor lip readers.
0 - Order of presentation, i.e., order-order or order- random.
H - Halves, i.e., first or second halves of the experiment.
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Table 7
Analysis of Variance i or tne wumoer oi Hypotheses
Postulated before Correct Problem 3olution
Source df 3S M3
Ratio
P-
Value
Total 47 448
Between 5s 23 238
L 1 12 12 1.09 MM*OR
nu X 2 2 .18
L X 0 1 5 5 M
Error Between 20 219 n
Within Ss 24 210
H 1 7 7 .70
H X L 1 1 1 .10
H X 0 1 0 0 .00 mm<m am
H X L X 0 1 4 4 .40 — —
Error V'ithin 20 198 10
Code
L - Lip reading groups, i.e., good or poor lip readers.
0 - Order of presentation, i.e., order-order or order- random.
H - Halves, i.e., first or second halves of the experiment.
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Table 8
Means and standard Deviations for Total Time
. Number of
Card Choices , Redundant Choices and Number of
Hypotheses Before the Correct Solution
(For each group, N = 12)
Good Lip Readers Poor Lip Readers
Total Time
Mean 104.0 158.2
S.D. 38.8 58.0
Number of Card Choices
Mean 53.7 69.7
S.D. 18.7 20.2
Redundant Choices
Mean 33.** b6A
S.D. 17.1 19.3
Number of Hypotheses
Mean
S.D.
14.2
4.7
16.2
4.3
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confirmed. As indicated in Table 9, both good and poor lip
readers were inclined to use successive scanning as their
mode of approach in problem solving. A Fisher Exact Proba-
bility test indicated that there was no significant differ-
ence between the lip reading groups in the use of the strat-
egy of conservative focusing. Only two subjects, both of
whom were poor lip readers, could be classified as using a
conservative focusing approach in their over all performance
(see Table 9).
On the basis of obtaining significant results in two of
our five measures, and an additional significant tendency on
one of the three remaining measures, it seems reasonable to
state that the first hypothesis of this study has been par-
tially supported by the results. It can be stated that poor
lip readers are more inefficient than good lip readers in
some of the important measures relating to the attainment of
a concept.
With regard to the second hypothesis, there was no sig-
nificant difference between the performance of those subjects
(including both good and poor lip readers) on the orderly
board as contrasted to the random board on the following
variables: the number of choices before attaining solution
(Table 4), the number of redundant choices prior to the solu-
tion of the problem (Table 5), the total time prior to
solving the problem (Table 6) and the number of incorrect
hypotheses before offering the correct one (Table 7). All of
^6
Table 9
Fisher Exact Probability Test of Strategies
used by Good and Poor Lip Readers
Poor Lip Readers Good Lip Headers
Conservative Focusing 2 0
Successive Scanning 10 12
P - .219*
* Table 1 in Sie^el (1956) indicates the results as being not
significant.
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the H X 0 interactions in Tables 4, 5, 6, and 7, which refer
to the aforementioned variables have F values which are not
significant.
In addition, when the poor lip readers were contrasted
with the good lip readers as to their performances on the
random board, it was found that there were no significant
differences with regard to the four variables above (Tables 4,
5, 6, 7» H X L X 0 interactions). The means and standard
deviations of good and poor lip readers on the first and
second halves for each of the two presentations on number of
card choices, redundant choices, total time and number of
hypotheses are shown in Tables 10, 11, 12, and 13.
Finally, the hypothesized effect of the random board on
the use of strategies was not confirmed. There were three
subjects who changed from a conservative focusing strategy to
successive scanning strategy when they moved from an orderly
board to a random board. As indicated in Table 14, however,
a Binomial Test (Siegel, 1956) indicates no significant
change. In addition, when the good and poor lip reading
groups were analysed separately in the ordered-random presen-
tation, there was no significant change from conservative
focusing to successive scanning when subjects moved from the
orderly to the randomly arrayed board.
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Table 10
Means and Standard Deviations of Good and Poor Lip Readers
for Number of Card Choices on the First and Second
Halves for the Two Presentations
First Half Second Half
Number of Card Choices
Order-Order Presentation (Order) (Order)
G-ood Lip headers
Mean 32 29
3.D. 17.2 6.4
(n = 6)
Poor Lip Readers
Mean 35 25
S.D. 11 11.9
(n « 6)
Both Good and Poor Lip Readers
Mean 33-5 2?
S.D. 16.4 9.4
(n = 12)
Order-Random Presentation (Order) (Random)
lood Lip Readers
Mean 24 23
S.D. 5.2 9.4
(n = 6)
Poor Lip Readers
Mean 40 39
S.D. 1^.3 16
(n = 6)
Both Good and Poor Lip Readers
Mean 32 31
S.D. 13.4 14.3
(n = 12)
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Table 11
;leans and Standard Deviations of Good and Poor Lip Readers
for Redundant Choices on the First and Second
Halves for the Two Presentations
First Half Second Half
Redundant Choices
Order-Order Presentation (Order) (Order)
Good Lip Readers
Mean 22 18
S.D. 17.1 5.4
(n = 6)
Poor Lip Headers
Mean 25 14
S.D. 15.2 12.8
(n = 6)
Both Good and Poor Lip headers
Mean 23.5 16
S.D. 15.8 13
(n = 12)
Order- Random Presentation (Order) (Random)
Good Lip -leaders
Mean 14 13
S.D. 4.4 7.3
(n=6)
Poor Lip Readers
ean 29 24
S.D. 13.3 15.6
(n = 6)
Both Good and Poor Lip Readers
Mean 21.5 18.5
S.D. 12.5 11.0
(n = 12)
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Table 12
Means and Standard Deviations of Good and Poor Lip Readers
for Total Time on the First and Second
Halves for the Two Presentations
'irst Half Second Half
Total Ti-ue
Order-Order Presentation (Order) (Order)
Good Lip Readers
Mean 66 50
S.D. 30 15.3
(n = 6)
Poor Lip Readers
Mean 100 64
S.D. 44.7 30.1
(n = 6)
Both Good and Poor Lip Readers
*ean 82 57
S.D. 50.4 47.1
(n = 12)
Order-Random Presentation (Order) (Random)
Good Lip Readers
Mean 51 ^0
S.D. 30.1 20.5
(n = 6)
Poor Lip Readers
Mean 79 73
3.D. 51.5 28.4
(n = 6)
Both Good and Poor Lip Readers
Mean 65 56.5
S.D. 45.1 29.1
(n = 12)
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Table 13
Means and Standard Deviations of Good and Poor Lip Headers
for the Number of Hypotheses on the First and Second
Halves for the Two Presentations
First Half Second Half
Number of Hypotheses
Order-Order Presentation (Order)
Good Lip Readers
Mean 7
S.D. 2.6
(n = 6)
Poor Lip Readers
Mean 9
S.D. 5.1
(n = 6)
Both Good and Poor Lip Readers
Mean 8.0
S.D. 4.1
[a = 12)
Order-Random Presentation (Order)
Good Lip Headers
Mean 8
S.D. 2.4
(n = 6)
Poor Lip Readers
Mean 8
S.D. 4.2
(n = 6)
Both Good and Poor Lip Readers
Mean 8
S.D. 3.9
(n = 12)
( Order)
3.2
7
2.6
6.5
2.8
( Random
)
7
2.6
8
1.7
7.5
2.1
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Table lb
Binomial Tests of Changes of Strategy
from Orderly to Random Board
Subjects in Ordered- Random Presentation
Second half P
Succ. Scan. Cons. Focus.
Cons.
Focus. 3 0 .25*
First
Half
Succ. 8 1
Scan.
jpod Lip Readers in Ordered-Random Presentation
Second Half
Succ. Scan. Cons. Focus.
Cons.
Focus. 2 0 .25'
First
Half
Succ.
Scan.
Poor Lip Readers in Ordered-Random Presentation
Second Half
Succ. Scan. Cons. Focus.
Cons.
Focus. 1 0 .50 H
First
Half
Succ. 4 1
Scan.
* Non-significant as indicated in Table D, Siegel (1956).
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DISCUSSION
The results supported to a large extent the first hy-
pothesis that poor lip readers would be more inefficient in
their solving of the concept problems than would be the good
lip readers. The results are consistent with those obtained
by O'Neill and Davidson (1956) and Kitson (1915). As indi-
cated by the results, poor lip readers require more time,
more card choices and have a tendency to make more redundant
choices.
The results suggest that the operations employed by the
good lip readers involve a better categorization and utiliza-
tion of incoming information than do the operations of the
poor lip readers. In the concept problem task employed in
this experiment, as differentiated from others (Hull, etc.),
the objective of attaining a concept is clearly established.
The student is shown a foous card and told that the concept
to be attained is contained among the several aspects of the
particular card. The student, by judicious card choices, is
then free to determine what the relevant aspects are that
comprise the particular concept to be attained. One can
think of concept attainment in this task as the building up
of a network of inferences made upon the basis of the ob-
served properties of an object. While it can not be deter-
mined directly how this network of inferences is built up by
the subject, it is possible, by inspecting his sequences of
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responses, to infer how he attained, remembered and trans-
formed information from each of his choices in his sequence
of responses.
Specifically, the attainment of concepts involved the
operations of selecting, retaining and grouping into classes
on the basis of attribute properties that appear to be rele-
vant. Because of the various attribute-value combinations
that exist, there are numerous ways of grouping the instances.
The subject, however, makes use of only a few of these group-
ings. By discerning what cues to base his groupings on, he
makes use of some cues and neglects others. One can view,
therefore, the similarity between instances as the product of
an abstraction process.
In the present study, it might be said that the good lip
reader is more efficient in the aohieving of information, in
retaining this information and then in transforming it. Since
the good lip reader appears more capable in these respects,
he then can solve problems of a conceptual type more effi-
ciently. One can speculate that this has important implica-
tions for lip reading ability. By analogy, it appears possi-
ble that the good lip reader is better able to select the
more relevant cues that assist in the recognition of a word
or phrase while ignoring those cues that are not pertinent.
With practice, he learns how to attain and retain certain in-
formation which he then transforms and categorizes into in-
formational matrices. Kitson (1915) indicated that the good
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lip reader is a "good guesser, " i.e., he does not insist upon
seeing accurately every movement but instead supplies meaning
to past impressions and anticipates future meaning as well.
One can view the findings of Kitson in terms of the infer-
ences about information achievement and transformation that
have been suggested above.
It can be hypothesized that the basis for the "good
guessing" of the good lip reader is really a product of his
more efficient inferential system. When the good lip reader
perceives spoken speech, he utilizes the initial verbalized
visual "cues" to eliminate certain areas or topics. Based
upon past experience, he learns to anticipate or to make hy-
potheses as to what the final meaning the particular speech
phrase will have. In this way the good lip reader limits the
cues that are predictive and relevant to particular "poten-
tial categories." This narrowing down of cues serves to re-
strict the diversity of the cues ~o which he must attend.
And given the limited amount of time available to attend to
these cues, such narrowing down contributes to better lip
reading skill. As a result, the good lip reader increases
his probability of "guessing correctly" what is being spoken
to him due to his efficient utilization of cues. Finally,
possibly, the good lip reader may be better able to combine
many properties of speech into configurations; upon per-
ceiving some defining cue of the configuration, he can then
more skillfully reconstruct the configuration. In our
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experimental problems involving concept attainment, then, the
good lip reader manifests these capabilities to a signifi-
cantly greater extent than the poor lip reader.
Since I.-i.s, hearing loss, etc. were matched, these ca-
pacities of the deaf subjects to recognize and then to make
use of the connection between cues appear to be a legitimate
area for further investigation. Tt may be that a differen-
tiation develops among subjects in their ways of selecting
and abstracting the similarities in environmental cues and
that this may lead to the differences in lip reading ability.
Oleron (1950, 1951, 1953) had suggested that the deaf suffer
from a condition in which there is a domination by perceptual
capacity over conceptual, i.e., that the deaf are too bound
by the concrets stimuli and make less use of their abstract-
ing potential. Since Oleron viewed perceptual-conceptual
functioning as being a continuum, it is possible that poor
lip readers are more inclined toward the perceptual end of
the continuum than the good lip readers. In other words,
within the deaf population itself, there is a differentiation
in the use of conceptual capacity and this appears to have
some relation to lip reading ability.
There are several possible reasons which might account
for the failure to find a distinction in the use of strate-
gies by the poor and good lip reading groups. The tendency
for both good and poor lip readers to use the less strainful
strategy of successive scanning may reflect the conceptual
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approach of deaf students at this age level. It would be
interesting to note whether or not the successive scanning
strategy is replaced by the conservative focusing strategy as
deaf students become older. Since we do not have sufficient
normative data as to the type of strategy which one might
expect from various types of population, it is possible suc-
cessive scanning is the strategy one would find most used by
the general hearing population as well. A related specula-
tion is that there is the possibility that the deaf, being
more inclined toward a perceptual dominance over conceptual,
would tend to seek direct tests of possible hypotheses rather
than eliminate hypotheses through methods involving higher
levels of logic and abstraction. This speculation requires
experimental testing.
The lack of differences in the number of incorrect hy-
potheses offered by good and poor lip readers might have been
due to the nature of the structuring of the experimental task.
The subjects were told they might have only one guess after
each card choice. In addition, they had been informed that
the idea of the task was to make as few card choices and as
few hypotheses as possible in their efforts to attain the
concepts. Since the students had direct information by having
their card choices either confirmed or not confirmed, there
was no pressure for them to hazard any hypothesis until they
had gained a certain measure of confidence through these card
choices. The more meaningful differences between the groups,
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therefore, would probably be reflected in the number of card
choices they made.
The failure to confirm the second hypothesis may have
been due in part to the differences in the method from that
used by Bruner. In Bruner's experiments, different subjects
went through either the ordered or the random procedure. In
this experiment, all subjects solved their first three prob-
lems on the ordered board before solving their last three
problems on either the ordered or random board. Through
their practice on the ordered board, the subjects may have
developed modes of approach which they carried over into
their solution of the last three problems, thus minimizing
the effect of the random board on their performance. The
question of the development of an ability to learn what
transfers equally well to problems of unequal difficulty re-
quires further experimentation. It would also appear that
there was too much concern about the ability of the deaf to
handle the random board. In designing this experiment, it
was felt that the additional practice on the ordered board
as provided by the split plot design would be preferable to
having half the students start first on the random board and
then solving their last three problems on the ordered board
as would be done in a counterbalanced design. However, it is
now felt that this latter type of design might well be tried
in a future experiment.
With regard to possible future investigation, the results
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seem to suggest that other concept formation tasks might be
used with .rood and poor lip readers to determine if the re-
sults found with the Bruner type of concept task also holds
for other performance types of concept formation tasks. The
nature of this conceptual ability should also be investigated.
It is possible that this ability is a composite of several
other basic abilities which have yet to be sufficiently iso-
lated. In addition, more normative data are needed with re-
gard to the Bruner type of concept formation task. It would
be interesting to get some data on the types of performances
of different age groups of normal hearing children. Also,
what type of performance does one get at different mental
ages? Although attempts were made to control for sex differ-
ences in this experiment, it might be interesting to deter-
mine if there are sex differences in performance, especially
at different age levels. Another area of study might well be
to note changes in performance and modes of strategies under
different levels of pressure. In the present study, no time
limit was set for problem solution nor was the number of card
choices limited. It is possible that under such restrictions,
a greater concern for efficiency might take place. Another
important area of study might be to determine if changes in
performance take place as a result of repeated periods of
practice.
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SUMMARY
The purpose of this investigation was to determine
whether or not a relationship existed between the ability of
deaf students to lip read and their ability to attain con-
cepts. Twenty-four students from the Clarke School for the
Deaf were assigned on the basis of their scores on two lip
reading tests to two groups, a good lip reading group and a
poor lip reading group. The groups were matched for the
variables of sex, degree of deafness, intelligence, length of
residence, socio-economic status and age. These two groups
were further divided into two good lip reading groups and two
poor lip reading groups of six subjects each. All subjects
were required to solve six concept problems from a simultane-
ously presented array of 81 stimulus cards. However, while
one good and one poor lip reading group solved all their
problems from an orderly arrayed stimulus display, the re-
maining two groups solved their first three problems from the
orderly array and then solved the remaining three problems
from a randomly arrayed display. The test material for this
experiment consisted of the Bruner 81 card array.
Part (a) of the first hypothesis was confirmed. Poor
lip readers were more inefficient in their attainment of con-
cepts than were good lip readers as indicated by poor lip
readers significantly making more card choices and showing a
tendency toward making more redundant choices. In addition,
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poor lip readers required significantly more time before
attaining the correct concept. Parts (b) and (c) of the
first hypothesis were not confirmed. The second hypothesis,
that the random board would result in a decrement in perform-
ance for both good lip reading groups but would result in an
even greater decrement for the poor lip readers, was not con-
firmed in all of its parts.
The implication of the results was discussed and possi-
ble future research was suggested.
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APPENDIX 1
Key to Heider Silent Film Lip Reading Test
1. What is your name ? (Allow 3 pts. if child gives his own
name.
)
2. Where do you live ? (Same for address)
3. '.'hen is your birthday ? (Same for actual birthday)
4. I forgot .
5. I love you .
6. Good afternoon .
7. A woman made a dress .
8. The boy threw a ball over the house .
9« i found five cents on the sidewalk .
10. The baby played with the big blue ball .
11. Mother put the book on the table .
12. We went downtown and bought some Icecream .
13. A boy bounced a ball .
14. I have three brothers .
15. A baby drank some milk .
16. Please put the dish on the table .
17. I want to go to the movies tonight .
18. The horse ran across the street .
19. Mother made me some candy last week .
20. I do not know .
21. Where do you go to School ?
22. A baby dropped a top .
23. A man gave a dog some meat .
24. Father has a new coat .
25. My. brother made an airplane .
26. We had a good time at the party .
27. The sun is hot in the Summer .
28. The children saw a big black bird .
29. The little girl wanted a doll for Christmas .
30. The children laughed at the funny man .
Allow one point for each underlined word the subject writes
down. Accept changes of tense where it does not introduce a
radical change in the form of the word. The maximum possible
score is 118 points. Always show the film on the sound pro-
jector which gives speed control of 16 frames per second.
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APPENDIX 2
Two Forms of the Clarke School Speech Perception Test
List A List B
1. slip 26. price 1. howl 26. log
2. is 27. tone 2. need 27. mad
3- crush 28. heat 3. quart 28. tip
4. range 29. ride 4. tan 29. job
5. gift 30. pile 5. did 30. hop
6. rub 31. then 6. set 31. our
7. box 32. end 7. niece 32. bill
8. pant s 33. crash 8. trash 33. smash
9. smile 34. no 9. hit 34. bud
10. hurt 35. there 10. glass 35. bounce
11. rat 36. not 11. vest 36. nut
12. wheat 37. plans 12. rap 37. tank
13. farm 38. fork 13. ways 38. that
this 39. drive 14. throb 39. start
15. eyes 40. rag 15. fuse 40. shoe
16. prove 41. such 16. rib 41. flood
17. hose 42. bead 17. bean 42. five
18. frog 43. are 18. shake 43- boot
19. soap 44. ford 19. bought 44. loose
20. pan 45. hide 20. tongue 45. grease
21. toe 46. trade 21. cloud 46. arm
22. bite 47. pest 22. else 47. wish
23. bad 48. dish 23. awe 48. course
24. bar 49. guess 24. them 49. pump
25. rise 50. net 25. charge 50. night
The student's score on the lip reading portion of the
test is based on the percentage of correct word comprehen-
sions. The list is read by a trained teacher of the deaf at
a constant level of intensity at least 10 db below the hear-
ing threshold of the student. A sound level meter is used by
the teacher to ensure that the 10 db interval is maintained.
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APPENDIX 5
General Instructions
As a member of the Upper School of Clarke School you
have been asked to help us in an experiment we are doing.
Please read this together with me. It will explain what we
are .^oing to do. We have six problems and we want to see how
long it takes students to solve them. After you have found
the answers to the six problems please do not tell the
answers to other students who have not had a chance to solve
the problems.
On the table are 81 cards. Some of them are black, some
are red, and some are green. Some of the cards have crosses
on them, some have circles, and some have squares. Every
card has a border, or line around it. Some cards have one
border or line around them, some cards have two borders or
lines around them and some cards have three borders or lines
around them.
Here is one card. (At this point, the subject was shown
a card containing one black circle with one border. ) I shall
think about something that is a part of the card. Perhaps I
shall think about the color. What is its color? Perhaps I
might be thinking about the number of borders or lines around
the card. How many borders does it have? Perhaps I am
thinking about how many circles are on the card. How many
circles does it have?
Here is another card. (The subject was shown a card
containing two black crosses, one border.) This time I am
thinking about the black color. Look at the card. What
color are the crosses? Here is another card. (The subject
was shown a card containing one black circle with two bor-
ders. ) It has one circle that is ? Here is another
card that has two squares. (The subject was shown a card
containing two black squares, three borders. ) What color are
the squares? All these cards show that I am thinking about
the color. What color am I thinking about? Now you show me
another card that is black. Now choose another card that
shows that I am thinking about the color black. Now choose
another card that shows what I am thinking about.
Now I shall think about two borders. Look at this card.
(The subject was shown a card containing two borders around
one black square. ) How many borders does it have? Now look
at this card. (The subject was shown a card containing two
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borders around two red circles.) How many borders does it
have? How many borders does this one have? (The subject was
shown a card containing two borders around three green
crosses. ) Now choose a card that shows that I am thinking
about two borders. Choose another card that shows what I am
thinking about.
Now I shall think about the number of circles or squares
or crosses on the card. Look at this card. (The subject was
shown a card containing three black circles with one border.
)
How many circles does it have? (The subject was shown a card
containing three red squares with two borders. ) Now, how
many squares does this one have? (The subject was shown a
card containing three green crosses with three borders.) Now,
how many crosses does this one have? Can you tell me what
number I am thinking of? Yes, all these cards had three
figures. They either had three squares, three circles or
three crosses. Choose a card that shows what I am thinking
about.
Up to now I have been thinking only about one thing
about the card. For example, I have just been thinking about
its color, or number of borders it has, or the number of
figures it has, or whether it was a square, a circle or a
cross. However, if I wanted to, I could think about two or
even three different things about the card. Look at this
card. (The subject was shown a card containing two red
circles with one border. ) I might be thinking about it being
red and also about it having circles. Show ae some other
cards that have circles and that are red.
Now I am going to show you a card. But this time you
have to find out what part or parts I am thinking about,
hat I want you to do is to choose a card that you think has
the part or parts I am thinking about. I will tell you if
the card is right, or wrong. I want you to keep choosing
cards until you think you can tell me what I am thinking.
You may take one guess after each time you choose a card and
I will tell you whether it is right or wrong. However, the
idea of this game is to find out what I am thinking about the
card by choosing as few cards as possible and making as few
guesses as possible. If you find the answer by just choosing
a few cards or making just a few guesses, you get a higher
score.
Here is a card, ((a) The subject was shown a focus card
containing two black squares with one border. The concept to
be attained was Black Squares . ) You are to find out what it
is about this card I am thinking. I want you to choose other
cards that have the same thing I am thinking about. When you
think you know what I am thinking about the card you may guess.
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You may have only one guess after each time you choose a card.
Keep choosing cards until you think you know the answer. If
your guess is wrong, keep choosing cards until you can guess
what the answer is. ( "he subject was then given the two
remaining pre-trial problems:
I am now going to show you some more cards. Each time I
show you a card I want you to choose other cards that have
the same part I am thinking. When you think you know what I
am thinking about, you may guess at the answer. However, you
may have only one guess after each time you choose a card.
Remember, keep choosing cards until you guess the correct
answer.
Concept ?ocus card
(b) green
(c) two crosses
three green squares, one border
two red crosses, one border
APPENDIX 6
Instructions for the Random Board
Now we are going to move to another table that has 81
cards that are just like the ones that are in front of you
and with which you have been solving problems. However, as
yen now can see, the cards are all mixed up. Before, cards
that had the same color or the same number of borders were
put together with each other. Now we have moved the cards
around so that they have new positions on the table. Cards
with different colors, figures, number of borders and number
of figures are now placed in a mixed up order on the table.
Remember, these cards are exactly like the ones you have
worked with before on the other table.
We are now going to do some more problems like the ones
you did before. Just like we did before, I am going to show
you some more cards. Remember, each time I show you a card
I want you to choose other cards that have the same part I
am thinking. When you think you know what I am thinking
about, you may guess at the answer. However, you may have
only one guess after each time you choose a card. Remember,
keep choosing cards until you guess the correct answer.
7h
APPENDIX 7
^est Problems which Students were Required to Solve
Number Concept Focus Card
Test Problems
(First Half)
1.
2.
3.
(Second Half)
4.
5.
6.
green crosses 2 green crosses, 1 border
2 squares 2 black squares, 3 borders
circles, 1 border 1 red circle, 1 border
red
3 black
2 squares, 2 bor-
ders
3 red circles, 3 borders
3 black crosses, 1 border
2 red squares, 2 borders
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APPENDIX 8
Raw Data for the Number of Card Choices
Problems Total for Problems Total for
3s First Three Second Three
#1 #2 ^3 Problems #1 #2 #3 Problems
Jood Lip ( Ordered) (Ordered)
i
.
19 4 40 63 9 9 177 7 J- f 3<;jj
2. 6 10 9 25 119 6x x 7 w cy
3. 2 7 3 12X £e 6 1? 5
4. 9 6 12 27 7 9 9(77 2 5
> • 11 8 3 27 17 13 9 39J7
6. 12 10 14 36 io io 5 25
Good Lip ( Ordered
)
( Random)
7. 2 5 17 24 12 11 6 29* 7
8. 4 7 10 21X 4 3 9 16
9.• 5 3 14 22 6 7 3 16
10. 3 5 13 21 3 14 6 23
11. 13 3 4 20 1 7
12. 9 15 10 34 12 19 10 41
Poor Lip (Ordered) ( Ordered)
13. 31 5 17 53 7 6 5 18
14. 10 3 14 27 6 3 6 15
15. 11 31 11 53 16 11 18 45
16. 7 7 5 19 9 13 3 25
17. 4 3 8 15 6 10 16 32
18. 24 ? 14 45 4 6 4 14
Poor Lip ( Grdered) ( Random
)
19. 10 9 13 2? 12 4 43
20. 21 8 13 42 13 12 11 36
21. 7 5 33 45 7 14 2 23
22. 23 5 27 55 12 25 16 53
23. 26 9 16 51 11 6 5 22
24. 5 5 6 16 20 22 15 57
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APPENDIX 9
Raw Data for Number of Hypotheses before
Correct Problem Solution
Problems Total for
First Three
rrooxems
Problems Total for
Second Three
Problems#1 #3 a #3
Good Lip ( Ordered
)
( Ordered)
it 2 1 6 9 2 2 3 7
c. 1 om 1 1 1 1 ij
3. 1 4 2 7 4 4 l 9
3 3 i n± u OA 4 5 X X
5. 1 1 1 3 3 2 1 6
6. 2 1 k 7 1 1 1 3
Good Lip ( Ordered) ( Random
)
7. 1 2 8 11 2 1 8
Q
o
.
3 2 4 Q7 3 1 l j?
9. 2 1 5 3 3 4 2 9
xu • 1 2 6 Q7 1 7 3 XX
11. 5 1 1 7 1 3 l 5
12. 2 1 1 2 2 1 5
Poor Lip ( Ordered) (Ordered)
13. 6 1 11 1 1 1 3
14. 7 2 8 17 4 2 1 7
15. 3 4 2 9 4 2 4 10
16. 1 1 1 2 4 1 7
17. 1 1 it I 4 4 10
18. 5 2 5 12 2 3 2 7
Poor Lip ( Ordered) ( Eandom
19. 1 1 2 4 1 1 6
20. 3 1 3 7 4 3 2 9
21. 1 1 9 11 3 6 1 10
22. 3 1 9 2 4 1 7
23. 7 2 5 14 3 2 1 6
24. 1 1 1 3 5 3 1 9
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APPENDIX 10
Haw Data for the Number of Redundant Choices
Problems Total for Problems Total for
os First Three Second Three
#1 ,/2 #3 Problems #1 #2 //3 Problems
vjrUUU. 1j X p ( Ordered) ( Ordered)
1. 17 1 36 54 5 5 13 23
2. 2 7 4 13 7 5 2 14
3. 1 4 1 6 3 8 2 13
4. 7 3 3 18 3 7 5 15
5. 7 4 4 15 13 9 5 27
2o
.
8 7 10 7 8 2 •L f
.xOOtJ. T 4 nLj 1 p (Ordered) ( Random
)
7. 0 2 13 15 8 7 4 19
8. 1 5 6 12 1 1 5 7
9. 3 1 9 13 3 3 1 7
10. 1 2 9 12 1 9 3 13
11. 8 0 1 9 0 6 2 8
12. 6 10 6 22 6 13 6 26
Poor Lip (Ordered) (Ordered)
13. 25 2 13 40 3 2 2 7
14. 6 1 10 17 2 1 0 3
15. 8 26 7 41 12 3 14 34
16. 5 3 1
1
5 9 1 15
17. 1 1 4 2 6 12 20
13. 20 5 10 35 2 3 2 7
Poor Li£ ( Ordered) ( Random
19. 7 6 10 23 23 8 1 32
20. 17 5 9 31 9 8 7 24
21 5 2 27 4 10 1 15
22. 19 1 23 8 20 16 44
23. 22 5 12 39 7 1 0 8
24. 2 2 2 6 16 16 9 41
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APPENDIX 11
Haw Data for Total Time for Problem Solution . Data
Coded in 'ilocks of 10 Seconds
Ss
Problems Total for
First Three
Problems
Problems Total for
Second Three
Problems#1 #2 #3 #1 42 #3
Good Lip (Ordered) (Orde red)
1. 23 7 70 100 12 11 33 56
17 23 18 17 12 8 37
8 32 5 8 16 33 12 6l
4. 18 13 18 49 14 13 16 48
5. 18 10 9 37 34 22 15 71
6. 29 13 65 107 12 12 6 30
Jood Lip ( Ordered) ( Random
)
7. 4 10 98 112 37 24 14 75
8. 7 11 19 9 3 11 23
Q 6 6 31 6 9 8 23
10. 3 9 27 39 6 35 14 55
11. 33 4 5 42 3 13 10 1}
12. 11 13 9 33 4 19 13 36
Poor Lip ( Ordered) ( Ordered)
13. 121 6 32 159 7 7 6 20
14. 25 4 34 63 18 6 8 32
15. 14 104 18 136 24 13 30 67
16. 7 9 6 22 10 22 4 36
17. 10 6 31 47 21 57 120 198
18. 90 18 63 171 11 15 7 33
Poor Lip ( Ordered) ( Random
19. 11 12 18 41 54 17 9 80
20. 24 9 20 53 23 19 18 60
21. 11 7 120 138 20 57 9 86
22. 29 5 36 70 13 26 14 53
23. 108 13 36 157 21 11 7 39
24. 6 5 7 18 38 53 28 119
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